HOW DO I USE IT?
Easy as A, B, C

A

B

Sweep out area to be patched. Make
sure to remove all loose debris, broken
pieces of pavement and dust.

15 kg

22 kg

Resealable, tear-resistant,
polyvinyl bag with handle

Tear-resistant,
polyvinyl bag

The
ideal
solution
for
any
pothole
woe.

Fill pothole with EZ STREET Cold Asphalt.
For holes deeper than 50mm, compact
material in 25mm - 50mm layers.

Road Services Limited

For more information please contact us at:
Mobile number:

00353 86 2531156
00353
52/ sales@pittman.ie
6184870
PH: 01 531 2111
Land line:

C

Compact the EZ STREET Cold Asphalt
to just over the level of the existing
pavement.

Road Services Limited

pelicanroads.ie • coldasphalt.ie

WORKS IN WATER
GUARANTEED PERMANENT

WORKS
IN
WATER!
And all weather conditions

DRIVEWAY
REPAIR
Read what others have said

ASK THE POTHOLE EXPERTS
HOW MUCH DO I NEED?
Try our usage guide

1) What Tools are required?
One man (or woman), a shovel, perhaps a broom, maybe some
gloves, and a hand tamper or other item that will help you obtain
compaction (board, car tire, etc.)
2) Can I seal over EZ STREET cold asphalt, and, if so, how long do I
have to wait to do the sealing?
Generally, our customer consensus is: provided you use a high
quality sealer, and wait a minimum of 30 days prior to sealing, you
can seal over EZ STREET cold asphalt.
3) What is EZ STREET cold asphalt made of?
The highest quality ingredients, consisting of a refined gradation of
rock and sand, and a proprietary polymer formulation (the secret
ingredients).

15 KG 22 KG
BAGS BAGS
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4) Should I clean the pothole out before I fill it in with
EZ STREET cold asphalt?
Just try to get as much of the lose debris from the hole – the better
you clean it, the better the performance.
5) How long will the product last in the bag?
A year. But don’t put off the project, ok.

SQM

6) Can I use EZ STREET cold asphalt over concrete?
Yes, it will stick to concrete, brick, and a variety of other surfaces.
7) Sometimes after I patch a hole, the product appears to be “soft”.
Is there something wrong with it?
Not usually, really. The asphalt component of EZ STREET cold asphalt
is a viscous liquid, that reacts quite interestingly to changes in
temperature. When it’s a scorcher of a summer day out there, and
you absolutely want to patch something, and you find that after
you use the product, it appears “too loose” you can remedy this by
sprinkling a bit of cement dust on the top of the patch.
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(Measurements based on 25mm depth)
EZ STREET® and the EZ STREET Logo are registered trademarks of
The EZ Street Company. © Copyright 2008 The EZ STREET® Company

8) Is it permanent?
YES! IT’S GUARANTEED PERMANENT.

Best I have Seen on Market!

I have in years prior used typical black top patch.
EZ Street by far leaves those products in the dust.
Seemingly a technological breakthrough. You can
work with it when the ground is wet. And after
giving it time to cure, about one month, you can seal
over for continuity. Great!
-Stevie Step, New York NY on 10/28/2007

My pothole repair is easy.

So glad I found this product. I was able to patch
the pothole in our driveway all by myself. We had
spoke with other repair people about repaving and
patching, but this was much less expensive and it
worked great. We had a couple of potholes to repair
-- used two bags -- I used the shovel
we already
owned and a
little muscle
(not too much)
and my part
was done in
less than 30
minutes.
-Maria
Stewart,
Kalamazoo,
MI on
7/26/2007

